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MR R.A. BUTLER AT BURTON-ON-TRENT

Speaking at a public meeting at Burton-on-Trent today, Mr. R.A. Butler,
President of the Board of Education, said the Empire had just consecrated a

Sunday to Youth.

"With the Empire’s Youth," said Mr. Butler, "lies much of the present and

all the future. It is not easy to define where one generation begins or another

ends, nor is it wise to do so. Age is largely a matter of spirit. There is a

division between those who have the new spirit and those who haven’t, but there

should be no gulf between the. experience of long years and the enthusiasm of fresh

blood," Those who had the new spirit were not expecting to inherit a readymade

new world* They hoped to frame it themselves out of their own strength. They would

respond to an appeal for service rather than a search for material well-being.

Pre-military and civilian forms of training were growing quickly under the

different local authorities all over the country. The Service Departments were

already co-operating successfully with the Board of Education, The growth of

British Youth activity could not be rushed and must have great diversity. The nation

should aim at fashioning.

A coat of many colours, not a shirt of one colour.

Prom experience gained hitherto it was possible to hazard several guesses as to

the ideas of young people about the future.

First, all the younger generation appeared convinced that some universal form

of National Service had come to stay. It was possible to envisage a future in which

a boy or girl, after leaving school, would be looked after by the State and trained,
with the co-operation of Industry, Agriculture and Commerce, to take a qualified

place in the national life. Their general education must be kept going and their

health looked after.

It was interesting to note the types of service preferred by those between 16

and 18 who were registering. There appeared to be a marked desire, even in the inland

cities, to do something connected with the sea. Sea Scouts and Sea Cadets were more

popular than ever. This was most encouraging and might be due in part to the

realisation that we were being challnged in that very element which was peculiarly

our own.

It seemed certain that the new expansion of Army Cadets and the openings in the

Home Guard would be snatched up. The A.T.C., like good wine, needed no bush to

recommend it.

Then it was clear that girls, too, were keen on pre-service training. Different

types of girls' training were growing fast.

The voluntary societies were enlarging their field, as wrere the organisations

of the religious denominations, "We desire that the war effort shall encourage,

rather than crowd out, these activities, I go further - let us hope that in the

fervour of war we may, with the abatement of sectarian differences reach some

understanding through "which there may be a common basis of Christian teaching in our

schools. We are fighting to individuality, and more should be done to

make the standards of a Christian civilisation understood,"

Mr, Butler said that it was important that the spirit of the new model army

of British Youth should be understood abroad. We on our side were not neglecting

the opportunity to learn more about our Allies, and in particular America and Russia,

Directly the war was over interchanges of young people should take place - and on a

large scale.

Concluding on the subject of the British war effort Mr. Butler said:-

"We have usually fought our wars in much the same way. We first of all live on

the fat which we have collected during, a period of undue repose. We then start

growing muscle and sinew; then we snow by our use of it that we are worthy friends;

others then add their brawn to ours and we till we win."
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